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Introduction - Fund and Asset Management Industry in Transition 

According to a study by the Boston Consulting Group, the fund industry's 20-year boom is 
slowly coming to an end. Increasing outflows of client funds, the continuing trend towards 
passive income products and the lack of innovation on the asset management side will 
cause returns to dwindle. The industry will only repeat successes achieved in 2021 through 
ongoing innovation on the asset management side and significant efficiency improvements 
along the entire value chain.

Oliver Bilal

Head of EMEA Distribution, Invesco 
EMEA and Senior Advisor Own AG

Technology has always transformed markets and business processes throughout history, 
opening up new opportunities for all market participants. A similar historic case can be 
seen with the emergence of blockchain technology. We see asset management on the 
cusp of a revolutionary transformation that will benefit clients as much as investment 
managers themselves. Blockchain technology offers asset managers competitive 
advantages along the entire value chain, opening up new and more direct access 
channels to clients, and enabling a better value proposition and higher investment 
returns for clients.

“
“
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One lever for both cost savings in the fund process and innovation on the asset side is the 
use of distributed ledger technology or DLT (with a focus on blockchain technology, as an 
application of DLT technology as a whole). Many asset managers and fund companies 
have taken the first steps in this area and set up pilot projects. Examples can be found 
internationally and locally:

As an example, the asset management company Invesco launched the Invesco 
CoinShares Global Blockchain ETF in 2019, an exchange-traded passive ETF on the 
Elwood Blockchain Global Equity Index with a volume of around US$ 500 million. The 
innovation took place on the asset side, but the fund was still settled traditionally. 

Another approach was taken by the major French bank BNP Paribas and its 
cooperation partners, who together created tokenised fund units (i.e., special assets), 
which were in turn backed by traditional assets, tradable and settling via blockchain 
technology.

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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Fig 1: Fund innovation roadmap on the asset and settlement side  
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Richard Manger

Banking expert, former board member of 
DZ Privatbank, Senior Advisor Own AG

With increasing legal certainty at a European and national level, institutional and private 
fund investors expect that the rapid application of distributed ledger technology will 
generate new investment opportunities in the broader "digital assets" area for 
diversification and yield optimisation in fund structures as well as cost advantages. 
Improved tradability (ideally t+0) of electronic securities, tokenisation of fund units and 
the associated benefits of efficient issuing, transfer and custody processes will lead to 
significant cost reductions at all stages of the value chain. Active asset managers now 
have multiple ways and means to stop the increasing cost pressure, margin loss and 
outflows of funds to high-volume passive ETFs. Long-standing customer loyalty and a 
trustworthy "brand" are the backbone of digitisation and not to lose customers to 
FinTechs – rather than taking them along for the journey into the new world of digital 
assets.

“

“
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§ 4 Abs. 2 eWpG

Issuance of bearer bonds & 
shares in special assets 
(fund unit certificates) 
through the use of an 
electronic securities 
register paperless to issue 
among other things as 
crypto securities.

Physical securitization and 
safekeeping with a central 
securities depository of the 
certificate does not take 
place

Electronic Securities Act 
eWpG

§ 1 Crypto fund shares 
KryptoFAV KAGB

Regulation on Crypto Fund 
Shares (KryptoFAV)

Units in investment funds 
can also be issued as crypto 
fund units. These are 
electronic unit certificates 
entered in a crypto securities 
register. 

§ 3 Register-keeping body

Ordinance eWpRV

Notwithstanding Section 16(2) of the 
Electronic Securities Act, in the case 
of crypto fund units, the depositary 
shall be the registrar. 

§ Section 1 (1a) sentence 
2 no. 6 KWG Crypto 
Custody

German Banking Act - KWG

The Crypto Custody Act 
enables the custody, 
management and 
safeguarding of crypto assets 
or private cryptographic keys 
used to hold, store and 
transfer crypto assets, 
including for others.

The new tasks of the depositary

Custody of the fund's private 
keys for returned crypto fund 
units (license requirement).

Creates customer wallets / 
provides a custody solution

Issues crypto fund shares and redeems 
crypto fund shares for investor & issuer 
(fund/KVG)

Maintains the crypto securities 
registry (license requirement).

Regulatory improvements as a prerequisite for blockchain 
innovation in the fund industry

Blockchain-based innovation in the fund industry is created by increasing regulatory clarity 
and the adoption of specifications and guidelines in supervisory law. Worth mentioning 
here are the Electronic Securities Act (eWpG), which came into law in 2021, the Regulation 
on Crypto Fund Units (KryptoFAV), which has been passed since June 2022, the 
amendments to the German Banking Act (KWG) and the German Investment Code (KAGB), 
as well as numerous publications by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority 
(BaFin) on the eWpG and crypto assets in general. These legislative initiatives allow 
electronic and crypto fund units to be issued, enabled, and fund managers taking 
advantage of the benefits of blockchain within a regulated framework to remain profitable 
and competitive.

Changed regulatory premises enable DLT innovations in the 
Fund Industry 

Fig 2: Innovations within the regulatory framework as a basis for blockchain adoption in 
the fund industry

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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The Electronic Securities Act (eWpG) allows electronic securities - including electronic fund 
units - to be issued at the Central Securities Depository (CSD, in Germany Clearstream) 
without a global (and physical) certificate.  



The Regulation on Crypto Fund Units (KryptoFAV; cf. Section 95 (5) KAGB) allows providers of 
German investment funds to tokenise electronic unit certificates of investment funds and issue 
them in the form of crypto fund units via distributed ledger technology (DLT). Individual unit 
classes can also be issued in full or in part as single crypto fund units. The German Investment 
and Asset Management Association summarises the new reality as follows: The issuance of 
crypto fund units is now possible within a regulatory framework in Germany. (BVI Crypto 
Guide, July 2022).



The key requirement is to store these crypto fund units within a crypto securities register 
(KryptoFAV). The crypto securities register is maintained by the depositary of the investment 
fund or a regulated company commissioned by the depositary.

Alireza Siadat

Partner at Annerton Law Firm

In practice, and probably the most common and preferred solution: the register will be 
maintained and overseen by a regulated institution, which in turn will outsource the register 
maintenance and technology supervision to a specialized service provider.

The advantage of crypto fund units compared to electronic funds is primarily in the cost 
savings for the custody of the fund units, as the custody service via the Central Securities 
Depository (CSD, in Germany Clearstream) is not a regulatory requirement for crypto fund 
units.



Given the regulatory environment is established and “cleared”, it is up to the fund and asset 
management industry to identify the relevant use cases for blockchain use to unlock all 
benefits across the value chain. 

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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Starting point for blockchain innovation in the fund industry

Fig 3: Challenges along the fund value chain
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To assess the impact of blockchain innovation on the fund industry and to prevent digital 
asset projects from remaining mere peripheral marketing cases that don’t address any real-
world problems, it is worth taking a look at the traditional fund value chain.

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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In the traditional fund model, various inefficiencies can serve as a starting point for 
blockchain innovation:

High administrative burden and increasing regulatory costs



Time-consuming manual processes within the processing and reconciliation of 
data between market participants 



High complexity due to too many market-participants  



Long settlement lead-times - currently ranging from 2 to 3 days



No 24-7 tradability



Outdated archaic systems with inflexible architecture and interface challenges



Ever-increasing complexity in regulatory requirements (and thus compliance and 
management of new regulations)

1
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The challenges listed above lead to an increase in repetitive manual processes, high and 
complex process documentation, data reconciliation challenges, and analytics overhead, 
with equal pressure to keep the costs down from both market and asset managers.

 

Considering the challenging development, the industry is required to take a hard look at 
innovation and efficiency improvements to remain profitable. To escape the deadlock, 
blockchain technology could offer a variety of solutions.

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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Blockchain technology as an efficiency lever for the fund 
industry

In simple terms, blockchain is a "distributed database" (distributed ledger). It creates an 
immutable register of records and a data book of transactions, maintained by a 
decentralized network of nodes and validators. Records and transactions are agreed, 
approved, and ultimately published publicly in encrypted form via a programmatically 
determined and decentralised consensus mechanism.



If one establishes a publicly accessible blockchain-based data repository, all participants 
along the fund value chain can simultaneously view the data relevant to them, such as 
holdings, transactions, etc., in real-time. The blockchain serves all participants as a so-called 
"single source of truth" and replaces time-consuming and costly data management and 
reconciliation processes.

(F) Crypto fund platform powered by

Onboarding

KYC/AML/Whitelisting

Wallet Management

Data reconciliation, reconciliation, reporting

Inventory management & reconciliation

Settlement & Payment

Lifecycle Management

Crypto securities register

Subscription crypto fund shares 
and settlement

(E) Central bank

cash clearing

(A) Investor

(D) Asset Manager(B) Fund Management

KVG

(B) Sales (C) Custodian fund assets 

private key

Single Source of Truth:

Fig 4: Blockchain architecture as a central "single source of truth”
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When assets are mapped on a blockchain, the asset (fund unit and/or the underlying asset) 
is mapped in a so-called token or divided into multiple tokens. The tokens and all 
associated transactions are stored within the blockchain and cannot (ever) be altered or 
changed. All market participants have simultaneous and real-time access to the data.



A tokenised fund unit or a fund token, documents and describes the rights and obligations 
of share ownership. 



This new approach of ownership mapping of a fund unit opens many advantages for asset 
managers and the fund industry, resulting in increased efficiency: 

Transparency & integrity of data 



Real-time access for all participants ("single source of truth") reduces and 
automates time-consuming tasks and avoids errors (e.g. data reconciliation of 
holdings, client data, payments, compliance between investor, KVG, and depositary) 



Elimination of the central securities depository (CSD) and physical custody of the 
fund unit certificate, resulting in reduced fees and overheads



Automation of processes through smart contracts (software-based contracts) 
increases efficiency and operational capabilities



Reduced settlement times from 2 to 3 days to same-day or 1 day increases 
efficiency, unblocks liquidity, and reduces lock-ins 
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Tokenisation of private assets as a differentiator

In times of declining portfolio returns, high inflation, and volatility, investors are increasingly 
looking for alternative investment opportunities with stable returns and a hedge against 
currency devaluation. Therefore, further investments in private equity and collectibles are 
continuing to grow. According to pitchbook.com, capital inflows into private equity have 
tripled in Europe over the past three years, generating an average annual return of 15%. 



The market for valuables and collectibles such as paintings, automobiles, and watches 
continues to grow significantly. The collectibles category has seen major inflows over the 
past ten years, driven primarily by steady and high returns. As an example, according to the 
HGI Top Index, the market for classic cars is growing 12% annually. According to the Frank 
Knight Luxury Investment Index, the value increase of luxury watches was as high as 45% 
per annum, and the portfolio performance of art investments has been outpacing S&P 500 
for years (according to Artprice).

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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Whilst direct investments in collectibles were associated with high investment sums and an 
increase in clustering risks within investor portfolios in the past, the tokenisation of 
collectibles now allows investors to obtain partial ownership of these objects. According to 
various studies, the ownership of tokenised collectibles could rise to 11% of all portfolios in 
2025. And this figure doesn’t even consider the prominence and hype of digital collectibles - 
so-called non-fungible tokens (NFT).

First crypto funds and pilot projects

Crypto assets, the “digital gold”, are now increasingly established as a new (digital) asset 
class within the fund industry. Multiple funds invest or allow investment into 
cryptocurrencies or tokenised equity of private companies. There are several pilot projects 
for tokenised physical assets such as classic cars, art, or watches. Development is still young 
and early, as market participants have to gradually build up the digital asset expertise to 
assess, value, and manage each individual item. Regulatory frameworks are ever-evolving 
and continue to be shaped and established.



As recently as mid-2021, specialised funds are allowed to invest directly in crypto stocks in 
accordance with § 284 KAGB in Germany. "Mutual funds can invest indirectly in crypto 
assets by acquiring financial instruments that track the performance of the underlying 
crypto asset." (BVI, Crypto Guide, 2022). The legislation enables both institutional and 
private investors to invest in crypto and tokenised assets via a specialised fund model. 

The ideal blockchain roadmap

Within previous chapters, we have shown how the use of blockchain technology in the fund 
and asset management industry can lead to efficiency gains and several differentiation 
opportunities via crypto assets. To unlock solutions and benefits, we usually recommend our 
clients establish a step-by-step and phased project approach, activating additional 
efficiency and differentiation levers along the journey. In doing so, our clients generate 
incremental empirical value after each further development stage and thus creating a 
phased holistic solution - without uncontrollable investments and managed project risks. 



With the approach of pilots and successive phased build-up, we are in conformity with the 
so-called "pilot regime" of the European Union, allowing for a sandbox principle and phased 
and controlled legislative environment.

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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The recommended project approach has several advantages:

Staged optimisation and further development of the business model within iterations



Successive expansion and improvement of the product range



Reduction of administrative costs and unlocking of competitive advantages 



Avoidance or minimisation of project risks



Manageable investment decisions



Successive and phased transformation rather than a major disruption



Reduction of "time-to-market"



Positioning as a first mover and innovation leader

The following is an example of a possible development roadmap:

Pilot phase 1: Tokenisation of an existing fund consisting of traditional assets. 

Objective: 

1 


2

Realisation of efficiencies compared to the traditional fund model and value 
chain.


Generate initial empirical value for further in-depth integration of blockchain 
technology into each processing step.

Susanne Geber

Executive Sustainability Strategy Officer Donner 
& Reuschel AG and Senior Advisor Own AG

The EU has recognised the importance of technological innovation and is continuously 
working on a regulatory framework, providing legal certainty and allowing scope for 
innovative design and use cases within so-called sandboxes. This is the right step to test 
innovative projects and to identify challenges at an early stage.

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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WeOwn can support you in the development and 
implementation of your blockchain strategy

The strategic optimisation of the business and operating model remains a central and key 
topic for the asset management industry.

 

WeOwn supports financial services companies to implement and establish core capabilities 
with blockchain technology. In combination with your internal technology and business 
teams, we develop the right blockchain strategy for you and help you generate business 
and use case decision-making templates. We help you and your partners to implement pilot 
projects and establish core business value, delivering a holistic digital asset infrastructure 
that works with your traditional IT systems and your third-party systems.

Pilot phase 2: Tokenisation of a share class or partial share class of an already existing 
fund, e.g. special AIF (alternative investment fund), with underlying classic assets. 
Objective:

1


2

Unlock efficiency benefits.


Gain further regulatory and technical expertise as a basis for further pilot phases.

Pilot phase 3: Tokenisation of a new fund with digital assets and/or cryptocurrencies as 
underlying assets. Objective:

1
 

2

Significantly increase efficiency benefits from custody, and cash settlement 
(amongst many things)


Increase and expand the regulatory and technical experience.

Pilot phase 4: Lifecycle management for tokenised fund units. Objective:

1
 

2

Maximise efficiency benefits through digitisation and automation of corporate 
actions.


Further enhance the organizational capabilities in dealing with digital assets and 
blockchain-based fund procedures.

This is only a small sample of a potential use case. We would be happy to support you in 
jointly developing the right approach to your strategic, technical, and regulatory 
requirements.

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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About WeOwn

WeOwn is a technology and development specialist with over 20 years of experience in 
banking/exchange systems development and integration. For more than 5 years, we have 
been setting up scalable and secure digital asset applications for financial institutions and 
start-ups with our own development team and on the basis of different blockchain 
networks.

WeOwn offers a scalable, regulatory-compliant enterprise architecture for the 
tokenisation of financial and alternative assets and the lifecycle management of 
different digital asset classes.



WeOwn offers a highly secure gateway to core banking systems and flexible 
third-party system integration capabilities.



WeOwn offers a highly secure gateway to core banking systems and flexible 
third-party system integration capabilities.



WeOwn's management team has more than 20 years of experience in developing 
large international financial, banking, and exchange systems.

The WeOwn Digital Asset Platform

The WeOwn platform is use case specific configurable and covers all relevant blockchain 
applications for banks:

Multi-asset tokenisation engine for issuing different types of securities and assets.



Subscription portal with MiFID II-compliant investor onboarding



eWpG-compliant blockchain-based registry solution



Token wallet and private key management for self-custody as well as interfaces 
to state-of-the-art custody solutions



Post-issuance & corporate actions for different asset classes



Multi-asset marketplace for secondary trading Token-based assets



Reporting engine for business and regulatory reports

In combination with our network of experienced solution partners, we support clients in the 
strategic, regulatory-compliant, operational, and technical implementation of business 
cases and projects:

Consulting: concept and strategy



Pre-issuance: operational, technical, and regulatory-compliant solution delivery



Post-issuance: lifecycle management - operational, technical, and regulatory 
implementation

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.
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The flexible WeOwn Blockchain architecture offers significant benefits:

The secure WeOwn Enterprise Blockchain architecture combines the benefits of secure, low-
cost and carbon neutral distributed data management with the advantages of defacto 
standard Blockchain networks, enabling many benefits:

Low transaction costs with an average of only 0.0009 cents per transaction



High transaction speed with up to 24,000 transactions per second enabled by 
delegated proof of stake validation



Secure through comprehensive system certification



100% CO2 neutral and ESG compliant, enabled by the low power consumption 
of only 0.03-kilowatt hours per transaction and neutralisation of remaining 
emissions



Interoperable through the WeOwn Blockchain Bridges. Thanks to the bridges, 
digital assets can be transferred to/from other blockchains at any time.

© Copyright Own AG, 2022 – no liability is assumed for the contents.



Contact: 

Albert Brenner 
Chief Commercial Officer (CCO) 

& Equity Partner, Own AG 

Landstrasse 123, 9495 Triesen, Principality of Liechtenstein

+49 173 354 1681 

albert.brenner@weown.com 

www.weown.com 

This text was created in the second half of 2022, is the property of Own AG, Liechtenstein, and is protected by 
copyright. Contents of the text may be referenced, provided the usual citation rules are observed and the 
owner is acknowledged.



Despite thorough research and quality control, the text may contain errors. Legal changes may also render 
the validity of the textual content obsolete. Own AG cannot accept any liability for the accuracy of the 
information. If you have any questions or uncertainties, please contact us. 

Do you have any questions?
Get in touch with us! We support you in developing the right 
implementation concept for your company and in making 
your blockchain pilots a success.

Call Now
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